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To whom it may concern
Arthur Lockwood Ltd has worked with Jo Simon Homes for the past 5 years on projects
ranging from complete house refurbishment and builds to individual replacement sash
windows. Their joinery skills are first class and demonstrate a high level of design and
planning consciousness. Our own company work to a high standard of finish for exacting
clients and the joinery element is usually a large part of our work.
Arthur Lockwood is headed up by Kevin Firth who is a time served joiner with a long career
working on high end developments. Nothing is too much trouble for Kevin and his team.
Our projects have a large degree of logistical, access and deadline demands, fast tracking is
the norm for us and Kevin has ably handled all the demands we have challenged him with.
He is unendingly patient, full of ideas and always willing to help our other trades whist we
are working on site.
The greatest strength amongst Kevin’s many attributes has got to be his meticulous
attention to detail and in that respect he has dovetailed with our company perfectly. With a
full and complete understanding of the construction industry the professional approach by
Arthur Lockwood is second to none. Furthermore, Kevin has an ability to interpret our
instructions, even when they can’t be put into a drawing; there is no problem with him
assimilating the requirements, scribbling on a jotter pad and 2 days later producing the
most amazingly beautiful, aesthetically pleasing, accurate joinery work. Kevin works to the
millimetre, nothing is good enough for him until it is perfect.
Jo Simon Homes has had a long and happy relationship with Lockwood and we intend to
maintain that as we move forward with the next stage of our development. In short, we
cannot recommend Arthur Lockwood Ltd highly enough to anyone thinking of using them,
whether it be trade or private, you will not be disappointed. People often think that old
fashioned values, time served joinery methods, courtesy and reliability have died or gone
out of fashion but we know they are well and truly alive and kicking today in the capable
hands of Arthur Lockwood. You will have the joy of stepping back in time to the quality
work of yesteryear that will satisfy your every requirement for your home or trade.
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